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1. LIMITATIONS

OF BIiNBAuM'

S MODEL

Birnbaum's (1962) model of the statisticalinferencesituation fails to representall situationsmet
in practicebecause it presupposesthat the totalityof possible hypotheseshas been exactly specified;
the probabilityfunctionf(x, 6) is taken as known for every point x in the sample space S, and for
everypoint 6 in the parameterspace Q, and these are taken to exhaust all possibilities.In the absence
of exact knowledgeoff forall possible states of nature the applicabilityor otherwiseof Birnbaum's
may become uncertain.
principlesM, mathematicalequivalence; C, conditionality;and S, sufficiency,
of this kind, and C less so.
In fact,M and S seem to be speciallyvulnerableto difficulties
Thus, for example, if we are estimatinga location parameter6 with n independentobservations
xi (i = 1, ..., n) each supposed to have density functionqS(xi- 0), we very oftenare unsure of the
specifiedby
exact formof qS.But we can be surethat,whatevertheformofqS,the sample configuration
the n- 1 differences
xi-xl (i * 1) has a joint distributionwhich is independentof 0 and so is ancillary; and hence that the n observationsare equivalent to a singleobservationx = xl froma distribution with densityproportionalto
H10(x-0+d,)
where di = xi - xl (i = 1,

...,

= *tr(x-0),

n). It may well turn out that the di are such that our uncertainty about

the formof qSaffectsthe formof 3fvery little,in which case our inferencesabout a will be robust;
or it may turnout otherwise,in whichcase our inferencesabout 6 must be expressedas being conditioned by the formof qS.Thus C may be relevantand applicable, but not M or S.

2. AN EXTENDED

MODEL

To modifyBirnbaum's model to take account of such possibilitieswe may suppose Q to possess a
'penumbra', so that it is a subset of a larger class Ql*, although our inferencesmay be expressed
relativeto Q. Then it is evidentthat a functionof the observationswhose distributionis the same for
all hypothesesin Qlneed not retainthis propertywhen Q is extendedto Q*. The distinctionbetween
ancillarieswhich fail to remain ancillarywhen Q2is extended,and those which do remain ancillary,
is one which correspondsto some extent,thoughnot exactly,with the distinctionKalbfleisch(1975)
makes betweenmathematicaland experimentalancillaries,respectively.
To point up the distinction,we may call functionsancillaryin Q but not in Q* unstable, while
those which remain ancillaryin Q* could be called stable; though such terminologycould well be
objected to on the groundsthat Q* will in practicerarelybe completelywell determined.For instance,
in the location parameterexample,we mightknow onlythat qSwas 'not farfromnormal', so that the
stability of an ancillary would be relative to the specifiedQ2*.We might findit useful in a given
context to imagine an increasingsequence of Q*, Q**, ..., and a correspondingsequence of ideas of
stability.
The chance mechanismsused in the argumentKalbfleischquotes fromBarnard,Jenkins& Winsten
(1962) are evidentlyboth stable and experimentalin Kalbfleisch'ssense. On the other hand, if the
possible alternativedistributionsin Kalbfleisch'sExample 1 all have /aas a location parameter,then
the differencex2-x1 in his example will be a stable ancillary which is merelymathematical. The
distinctionbetweenstable and unstable ancillarieswould seem to have the same effectin preventing
the derivationofthe likelihoodprinciple,in general,as Kalbfleisch'sdistinctionbetweenmathematical
and experimental.
3.

VAGUE ALTERNATIVES

Anotherdefectof Birnbaum's model, related to the first,is that it fails to representthe situation
where we are testing a single hypothesisagainst vaguely specifiedalternatives.In this, the locus
classicus of the simpletest of significance,we may well have f0(x) = fo(x'), but x representinga much
more discrepant result than x', for example where x lies out in the tail of the distribution, while x'
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lies near themiddlebut happens to be a pointwithlow probabilityfunction.But ifthe parameterspace
consistsof a singlepoint, Birnbaum's principleM would requirethat the two points x and x' would
have the same evidentialmeaning.This suggeststhat in significancetestingsituationsthe likelihood
principlefails to apply, whichis, of course,what many statisticiansthink.

4.

MINIMAL

EXPERIMENTS

Kalbfleisch'sconcept of a minimalexperimentis highlysuggestive.While, perhaps necessarily,it
remains a little vague, it points towards a deep-lyingnotion in the philosophyof natural science in
general,and ofstatisticalinferencein particular.This is the notionofa repeatable experiment(Fisher,
1966, Chapter 2, ? 7): 'In orderto assert that a natural phenomenonis experimentallydemonstrable
we need, not an isolated record,but a reliablemethodof procedure... etc.)'. What, minimally,must
be repeated is a minimalexperimentin Kalbfleisch'ssense.

5. APPLICABILITY

OF BIRNBAUM's

CONCLUSIONS

Althoughthese considerationsmay be taken as ways of avoiding the unpleasant consequence of
the likelihoodprinciple,and although the presentwriterdoes not subscribeto the general validity
of this principle,it should perhaps be said that in those cases where Birnbaum's model really does
apply, where there is no penumbra to the parameterspace, where there is no ambiguityabout the
definitionof the sample space and whereBirnbaum'sprincipleM applies, thenthe likelihoodprinciple
does appear to the presentwriterto be applicable. The growingpractice,among geneticistsand highenergy physicists,of reportingthe likelihood functionor its equivalents, for example, the score
function,in cases of this kind, suggeststhat the principleaccords with their intuitionalso, in such
cases. It may be noted that conditionalityargumentsof the kind discussedin ? 1 above are consistent
withthe likelihoodprinciple;the set of observations(xl, ..., x") and the equivalent singleobservation
x give the same likelihoodfunction,thoughthe sample spaces are different.
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The concept of experimentalancillariesis interesting,but Kalbfleisch(1975) has, in my view, not
produced convincingreasonsforbeingunable eitherto applyS beforeCE, or to apply CMbeforeS. I am
inclinedto thinkthat such reasonsofprinciplecannot be foundand that the resolutionofthe dilemma
raised by Birnbaum's theoremlies, not in prescribingsome fixedsequence of modifiedversionsof C
and S, but in acceptingthat statisticalanalyses, in general,will not and cannot lead to unequivocal
conclusions,and, in particular,that various applications,to the same model and data, of the procedures of marginingto a sufficient
statisticor of conditioningon an ancillarystatisticmay lead to
different
views on the chance mechanism.
It is to be expected that reasoningfromdifferentangles about a subject matter on the basis of
incompleteinformationwill resultin differing
answers.Ambiguityof this kind is a difficultbut not

